Crappie USA Guidelines during COVID-19 Pandemic

 Social Distancing must be observed at all times during registration
and drive thru weigh – in functions. Staff will be required to wear
facemask and gloves and suggest that participants wear mask as well,
everyone will remain 6 feet apart at all times.
 At boat ramps, practice proper social distancing and avoid mass
gatherings or crowded areas while on the ramps. Please take extra
time to space out while waiting to load boats into the water. Stay off
the ramp if others are loading or unloading to avoid crowding. Wait
until the courtesy dock is clear of others. Avoid touching areas such as
hand rails on the courtesy dock unless absolutely necessary
 Registration by phone, mail or online is recommended. Any late
registration will be 5:00PM – 7PM at the printed seminar site but
seminar will not be held. One team at a time may enter registration
area and pick up their voucher, copy of COVID-19 guidelines and
copy of rules and regs for the event.
 Weigh in line will be clearly marked for 6 foot distancing. A drive in
style weigh in will be utilized. A live streamed weigh in will be done
for teams to be able to keep up with standings provided necessary
internet is available.
 One angler on the team will exit the vehicle and present fish to check
station, then bring fish to the scales. After weighing the angler will
return to vehicle and team will pull away to park.
 At no time will over 10 people be in one location.
 Awards (checks and plaques) will be placed on a table, the team may
come to the table and collect their awards when called on PA.


If there are any federal, state or local mandates in place not covered
by these guidelines we will make the necessary changes to conform
100%.

